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REDCOM

www.redcom.com

REDCOM’s carrier-class softswitch platforms preserve your investment in legacy assets, while off ering safe passage to modern VoIP 

technology. All with no mandatory maintenance contracts, annual service agreements, or forced upgrades. Contact a REDCOM customer 

advocate today to learn how you can deploy a new fl exible communications network while also lowering your operating costs.

PROUDLY DESIGNED
& MADE IN THE USA

Is your network stuck
in the land of confusion?

REDCOM
can guide you
down the right
migration path.
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Security Systems:        
More Than Just a Flavor of the Month
By Rachel Brown

Small telecom providers are adding security systems. At first glance, this may seem 
akin to Baskin-Robbins deciding to sell doughnuts. But industry experts notied 
that the skill sets involved in security installations and monitoring are not that far 
removed from those already being offered by modern-day telecom companies.

Cost Cutting and Other Realities
By Kent Larsen

Rural telcos must evolve into more competitive businesses, less dependent on heavily 
regulated services. These businesses exist only when revenues exceed costs. While 
past revenues grew with costs, and some revenue growth remains based upon 
costs, such growth is marginal. If rural telcos are forced to respond to market pricing 
and further network investment is required, what are some cost-reduction strategies?

The Software Telco
By Steve Gleave

For a while now, telcos have looked at “the cloud” as a possible source of adjunct 
service revenue that can include storage, backup and enterprise application hosting. 
But the real opportunity lies in seeing this new high performance cloud not just as 
a place for data storage and retrieval, or for asynchronous applications, but as 
the home for the control and programming of real-time communication services.
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Saddle Up for Rural Telecom Industry Meeting & EXPO 
By Christian Hamaker

Rural telcos are ready to ride. NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association brings its 
annual meeting to San Antonio, Texas, February 2–5, 2014. Put on your boots and 
saddle up to make real-time connections that help you solve your greatest challenges. 
Develop innovative ideas that open your mind to new opportunities, and discover 
dynamic insights that you can bring home and share with your entire team.
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Congratulations. Now What?

Banjos, Bluegrass and Life in Burke, Va.

It’s a phrase I assume is commonly heard by successful 
internal job candidates: “Congratulations! Now what 
about that website/blog/magazine feature/video shoot/
marketing campaign/email strategy? You’ve got that all 

covered, right?” Insert your own laundry list of 
projects and priorities, and it may sound pretty 
familiar to anyone who has ever received a 
promotion. The good news: You got the job. 
The bad news: The job starts now. 

Joking aside, I couldn’t be happier to step in 
as NTCA’s new director of communications, 
which among other things gives me the oppor-
tunity to share a bit of association news with 

you periodically in this column, with a special 
focus on the many ways we are working to share your 
stories with the world. As a former boss and tough-as-
nails newspaper editor used to tell me, every story has 
at least a few “golden nuggets” well worth the strife of 
discovering them. It’s our job to fi nd those nuggets of 

inspiration, innovation and prosperity and to tell other 
people about them.

To that end, I’m thrilled to announce that Christian 
Hamaker has been promoted to editor of Rural Telecom 
after serving for many years as its managing editor 
(where he no doubt discovered his share of prize nug-
gets). Going forward, you will see messages from both 
of us here, providing updates on the association, the 
industry and, of course, our valued members. Your sto-
ries fuel everything we do—in this magazine, in our 
online resources and on Capitol Hill. So I hope you will 
continue to reach out to us with ideas and feedback, 
and to share your good news. We know you have impor-
tant stories to tell. Help us tell them.

Laura Withers
Director, Communications
lwithers@ntca.org 

In 2012, former FCC Commissioner Robert M. McDowell 
told attendees at the NTCA Legislative and Policy 
Conference about his rural bona fi des. He grew up, he 
said, in Fairfax County, Va., now home to more than 1 

million people. That wasn’t always the case. As 
McDowell said, “When I was a little tyke, 
Fairfax County was still a predominately rural 
county. … I cleaned out my share of barns.”

That line got a hearty laugh from confer-
ence attendees, but it also had me nodding 
along with McDowell’s recollection. His point 
about Fairfax County matches my memories 
of Burke, Va.—situated in Fairfax—in the early 

1970s: Plenty of new split-level family homes, not 
too far from farmhouses and other signs of rural life. 

Strip malls and 7-Elevens eventually wedged into town, 
but we managed to keep a little country fl avor in our home. 
My dad would pluck his banjo in the evenings and regale 
the family with yet another rendition of “Foggy Mountain 
Breakdown,” sometimes with a banjo player who lived 
on a farm across from our subdivision. 

Those traces of rural life disappeared as the North-
ern Virginia area changed. By the mid-1990s the local 
public radio station, which for many years had aired 
Bluegrass music during the afternoon drive, dropped 
the format, citing the need to better meet the tastes of 
the increasingly wealthy Washington, D.C., area. 

The pace of change in your communities might not 
have been as dramatic during the past four decades, 
but change—through regulation, new policies and 
shifting consumer preferences—has been unavoidable.

 Here at Rural Telecom, we’ve had our own change. 
I’m now editor of the magazine. I look forward to guiding 
the magazine as it, like the services you provide, chang-
es. To that end, I’d love to hear from you. What do you 
like about Rural Telecom? What would you like to see 
change? Let’s make Rural Telecom an even more 
valuable resource for you and your company.

Christian Hamaker
Editor, Rural Telecom
chamaker@ntca.org 
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Be Happier:   
Act Like an Extrovert
Research by Dr. William Fleeson, a 
psychology professor at Wake Forest 
University in Winston-Salem, N.C., 
revealed that if introverts acted more 
like extroverts, they would have higher 
levels of happiness. The study, reported 
in the 2012 Journal of Personality, sup-
ported the claim that extroverts have a 
higher sensitivity to the neurotransmit-
ter dopamine. As Fleeson stated, “It 
doesn’t matter who you are, it’s all 
about what you do.” Common charac-
teristics of extroverts and introverts are:

EXTROVERTS

> Talkative, enthusiastic
> Can be dominant or assertive in group settings
> Happier and motivated more often

INTROVERTS

> Reserved
> Self-refl ective, meditates
> Can be outgoing, but dread large social settings 

aSource: The Wall Street Journal

I L LU S T R AT I O N S  BY  S A M  F E R R O  |  P H O T O S :  B I G S T O C K P H O T O

Are you still using print materials in your 
marketing?

Through the creation of new technol-
ogies such as the iPhone, iPad, Kindle 
and Android, the way we live our lives 
and obtain information has changed. As 
technology evolves, we are able to gather 
information quickly. However, according 
to a new Pew Research Center report, 
“digital natives”—those born after the 
creation of the Internet—are embracing 
the endangered species of books.

Kathryn Zickuhr, a co-author of the 
report, stated, “Younger reading habits 
and library use are still anchored by the 
printed page.” Surprisingly, three-quar-
ters of Americans under the age of 30 
had read a printed book within this past 
year, with only 64% of older adults doing 
the same. Internet access was deemed 
less important than librarians by the 
digital natives. Many of the young adults 
preferred to retreat to libraries to study 
and read, and “four out of fi ve said it 
was very important for libraries to have 
librarians.”

aSource: socialtimes.com

Books Far From Extinction

aSource: linkedin.com

Pinterest 
is for 
PINNING.

Twitter 
is for 

PERCEPTIONS. THE
Google+ 
is for 
PASSIONS.

Graduates ‘Walk Away’ 
From Small Companies
“$1 trillion in educational loans is dampening 
the entrepreneurial drive of U.S. college gradu-
ates,” concluded Meera Louis at Bloomberg 
Businessweek, based on the following reports:
> Young Invisibles recently surveyed 9,500 gradu-
ates with college debt. Of those, 23% revealed 
that monthly student debt payments prevented 
them from starting a business. 
> The Small Business Administration showed that 
between 2005 and 2010, self-employment rates for 
individuals 25 and under fell 19%. During that 
same time period, self-employment rose 24% for 
individuals 65 and older.
> Federal Reserve Bank of New York reported 
from 2003 to 2012 that the share of 25-year-olds 
with student loan debt increased from 23% to 
43%, with the average education loan balance 
increasing 91%, from $10,649 to $20,326.

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
stated, “The debt burden is suppressing risk-tak-
ing and hindering the formation of new busi-
nesses.” In response, the Main Street Alliance, 
comprised of 1,200 small-business owners, stated, 
“Rising levels of debt are also causing graduates 
to walk away from jobs at small companies.”

aSource: businessweek.com

Have read 
a printed 
book in 

past year

over 
30
yrs
old

under 
30
yrs
old
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Younger 
Generation   
Not Driving 
The National Household 
Travel Survey reported that 
the annual number of miles 
driven by people ages 16–34 
dropped 23% from 2001 to 
2009. “By 2011, the average 
American was driving six-
percent fewer miles per year 
than in 2004.” This drop in 
miles driven in America, its 
fi rst decrease since World 
War II, indicates a shift in the 
younger generation’s living 
habits. The National Associa-
tion of Realtors survey 
reports that the younger gen-
eration prefers to live in 
areas that provide shopping, 
schools and restaurants in 
close proximity. Rather than 
drive to such places that are 
spread out, they would prefer 
to walk, bike or take public 
transportation. 

aSource: frontiergroup.com

Americans 
Still Love 
Their   
‘Ancient’ 
Technology
The following 12 technolo-
gies may be “ancient” by 
current standards,   
but they are still being 
bought and used in the 
United States.
1 Dial-up Internet
2 Pagers
3 Dot matrix printers
4 PDAs
5 Pay phones
6 VHS and cassette tapes
7 Landline phones
8 CRT TVs
9 Film cameras
10 Windows 98 and 2000
11 Fax machines
12 Vinyl records

aSource: nbcnews.com
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MARKETING IN THE 
MILLENNIAL AGE 
Ever wonder why certain ads appear on the side of your websites or why 
you are bombarded by retail emails? 

A recent report from the marketing company Custora revealed that over 
the past four years the rate of customers acquired through email by online 
retailers has grown to about 7% percent. Facebook and Twitter lagged behind.

Custora tracked 72 million customers through 86 different retailers 
and tracked where customers clicked (i.e., email or Google), and what 
and how much they bought within two years. The most valuable custom-
ers were those who used search. Those who used email were 11% more 
valuable than average, with Facebook about average and Twitter users 
23% less valuable than average following the fi rst click.

Unlike Facebook or Twitter, Google ads also raise awareness but lead 
in conversion rates, or clicks to purchases. 

aSource: wired.com

How Engaged Are Your Employees?
The 2013 State of the American Workforce poll by Gallup 
revealed that only one-third of full-time employees are “actively 
engaged” at work, while 52% are not engaged and 18% are 
“actively disengaged.” The survey said that 70%, or 70 million 
people, are emotionally disconnected at work.

Gallup found that 33% of women are engaged with their work 
tasks, whereas only 28% of men are. The survey also showed 
that 39% of people sometimes worked off-site and that 32% of 
those workers felt more engaged, compared with 28% of their 
on-site, full-time counterparts. “The Gallup poll found that fl ex-
time produces the greatest effect on employees’ overall well 
being,” the report stated.

aSource: theatlantic.com

Teachers Believe Digital Tools Boost Creativity Among Students
The impact of technology on student writing skills has always been debated. According 
to a recent Pew Research Center study of 2,462 middle school and high school teachers, 
78% of teachers believe that digital tools increase student collaboration and creativity. 

Through the use of the Internet, students can reach a wider audience, according 
to 96% of the teachers surveyed; and 56% of teachers believe that strategies such as 
whiteboards, shared work on wikis or blogs allow students to become better writers.

The downside: 68% of teachers said these tools allow students to put in less 
effort, use more informal writing styles and not take note of copyright laws. 

aSource: techcrunch.com and pewinternet.com
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Connections
B Y  S H I R L E Y  B L O O M F I E L D

Serious Times Call for 
a Serious Association

hether you followed along from afar or lived through it day-to-
day inside the boundaries of Washington, D.C., it’s safe to say 
we were each affected by the shutdown of the federal govern-
ment in some way. The repercussions of it were felt at NTCA–
The Rural Broadband Association in the form of cancelled 
meetings with FCC commissioners, postponed policy proposals 

and economic studies, and scuttled fl y-ins. Our policy staff was taken 
aback by the discovery that the FCC’s website and thousands of pages of 
fi led materials available within it had been replaced by a standalone page 
explaining the shutdown. And I was befuddled by the sight of near-empty 
government parking lots and vacant streets around the capitol—both eerie 
reminders of the furloughed federal workers hunkered down at home.

Now that the government is back in business, we’re hitting the ground 
running on rescheduling meetings and clearing the calendar for a new 
wave of congressional hearings. Six months ago, none of us could have 
predicted we would be in this position, but times like these prove an 
important point: When the going gets tough, it’s essential to have a part-
ner that is ready and able to roll up its sleeves and do the hard work—
sometimes at a moment’s notice. In other words, serious times call for a 
serious association, and NTCA is the only organization working on your 
behalf that fi ts the bill.

Our most immediate serious need is to show that rural providers not only 
are a part of the ongoing industry evolution toward IP-based technologies, 
but that they actually are leading the way forward for their customers by 
deploying cutting-edge services and fi lling in pieces of the broadband puz-
zle in areas long ago left behind by larger carriers. Indeed, rural providers 
have made great progress over the last decade, but even with this progress, 
your companies and customers face ongoing challenges. Improving broad-
band speeds continues to be a real challenge in rural areas where long 
loops are the norm. Telcos were making headway up until the FCC’s Uni-
versal Service Fund (USF) reform order of 2011, which introduced unprec-
edented uncertainty and brought upgrade efforts to a near standstill.

But we can get this IP evolution back on track. From the beginning, our 
goals have always been to 1) create regulatory certainty and 2) build a broad-
band future for rural America. For more than two years, we’ve been saying 
the FCC dropped the ball by failing to reform small carriers’ USF mechanism 

to support broadband. We’ve proposed com-
mon-sense solutions and had productive 
discussions at the highest levels of the FCC, 
USDA and the White House. Finally, we’ve 
encouraged our members and their state-
wide middle-mile networks to explore 
even better, more creative ways to achieve 
scope and scale in an effort to monetize 
your very valuable network assets.

As the government shutdown rein-
forced, changing things is never easy in 
Washington. That’s why it takes a true 
team effort. In addition to the well-
rounded staff we have on the ground in 
D.C., I am so proud of and thankful for 
our members, particularly those who 
have stepped up to help guide our indus-
try. I’m grateful too for those many mem-
bers who participate in our fl y-ins or 
otherwise make the effort to meet with 
policymakers back home in their states, 
showing time and again that NTCA 
members take these issues seriously and 
are proactively seeking solutions.

We will continue this fi ght. Even in a 
post-shutdown environment, with our 
deep bench of policy experts, committed 
members and the amplifi ed political 
strength that has resulted from the unifi -
cation of our industry, we are up to the 
task. Serious times call for a serious asso-
ciation, and NTCA is it.

Shirley Bloomfield is chief executive officer of NTCA. 
She can be reached at sbloomfield@ntca.org.
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Telcom Insurance Group:       
         

      

- -     
    

  

Looking to save money 
and increase your 
ottom-line pro  t   

Award Winning Product Development 
That  re coming rom our computers is Telcom hard at 
work designing products with this goal in mind.  

          
         -
         -
  

New Products and Services
 Cell phone recycling program     

        

 Independent Contractor Program    
            
           
        

       
        

          

 Personal Lines Insurance-     
       -

       -
        

      - -  

Enhancements
 New coverages and higher limits  -

-         
 

 Improvements in claims handling     
       

      -
       

 Our risk management and loss prevention services  
         

Because it has always 
een a matter o  trust
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Perspective
B Y  P E T E  K I R C H H O F  

Old Rules Don’t Support 
New Realities

he Colorado Telecommunications Association (CTA) just cele-
brated its 50th year of service. Many of our members are family 
owned or cooperatives that have been in existence for more than 
a half-century. A few have actually been serving their communi-
ties for 100 years. 

Along with the FCC reforms that we all are dealing with, Colo-
rado rural companies continue to be regulated under outdated 

telecom laws and monopoly-style regulations. The need for a 
state high cost fund is under constant review by regulators, 
legislators and big industry players, while at the same time a 
$100 million federal stimulus grant to connect unserved schools 
and libraries was awarded to a quasi-governmental entity. 
This has resulted in overbuilding several of our members. 

There are signifi cant disparities in the regulation of rural 
providers, especially in distribution of the state high cost fund. 
While Colorado has one of the largest high cost funds ($52.9 
million), 92% goes to CenturyLink. It receives funding using a 
15-year-old proxy cost model. Viaero, a wireless rural carrier 
that is completely deregulated, receives $2.8 million in high 
cost support (using the identical support rule) that is based on 

CTA members’ landline network costs—not the cost of building 
and operating its wireless network. 

However, only about half of CTA members receive any high cost funds, 
totaling $1.5 million. Unlike the companies noted above, they must go 
through a rate case-style proceeding—spending signifi cant money (and 
time) on consultants and lawyers that sometimes can exceed the 
amount requested. We continue to be subjected to decades-old cost 
allocation rules that limit recovery and impede network deployments.

CTA members initially supported the grant to the quasi-governmental 
entity, believing the entity’s rhetoric that it would provide service only for 
unserved/underserved customers and build new middle-mile facilities. 
We envisioned partnerships where the entity would fi ll in the gaps and 
we could work together to provide service to rural customers. 

Somewhere along the line, its mis-
sion morphed into a statewide network 
(urban and rural) to provide service to 
schools, libraries, anchor institutions, 
medical facilities, and city and county 
government offi ces. Our members will 
be left with serving the high cost, low 
revenue small businesses and consum-
ers. With no state oversight and a fed-
eral agency that is more interested in 
saving face than doing the right thing, 
taxpayer dollars are being hopelessly 
wasted, and rural Colorado will not be 
any better off for it. 

The overbuilding of existing networks 
is so concerning that a congressional 
hearing was held and the New York 
Times, Wall Street Journal and Colora-
do’s leading media reported on the 
waste and lack of accountability. Yet, 
the entity and the federal government 
continue this project virtually unchecked.

This all means that Colorado’s rural 
companies are facing their greatest 
challenge yet. Our members understand 
that with taxpayer support there is an 
absolute responsibility to account for 
every dollar we spend to ensure that it 
is appropriately used for its intended 
purpose. However, accountability should 
not mean following outdated laws and 
regulations that do not account for new 
technologies and more providers. 

Of course, we are not perfect, and 
sometimes we resist change. The fact of 
the matter is we provide great service at 
reasonable prices to our customers—
and have for decades. We believe that 
rural Colorado communities require 
modern, reliable telecommunications to 
grow their economies, provide modern 
health care and education, and ensure 
the public’s safety. CTA and its members 
are committed to our communities and 
remain resolved to make that happen.
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colotelecom.com
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NRTC 

NOW APPEARING ON A SCREEN NEAR YOU

National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative  
    nrtc coop TimeT

a e MyTimeTV

sm rom NRTC t e cornerstone o  our roa an  strate an  ena le 
customers to atc  to a s most popular movies  streamin  net or s an  pro rams on 
t eir supporte  evices  It s an a or a le  scala le solution  it  ull support or online 
aut entication  esi ne  speci call  or rural telcos

 Access to  ma or net or s rom top pro rammers li e isne  ESPN  O  Cinema  
an  N CUniversal
 Access to an approve  inte ration partner or O GO  an  A  GO
 A ate a  to pro rammers usin  A o e  Pass an  A amai
  ast su scri er cre ential up ates an  aut entication or etter customer service  
an  mana ement

  A vance  pro rammin  ri ts or Telco i eo mem ers an  ri ts ac uisition support 
availa le or all NRTC mem ers

To learn more about MyTimeTV

sm

, contact your Regional Business Manager or email  

TV@nrtc.coop for a PowerPoint presentation, demo and Jump Start Checklist.

The TV Everywhere Solution from NRTC
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Amber Osborne, consumer 
products developer at 
SkyLine Membership Corp., 
shows off one of the tablets 
now being used by the 
telco’s board members.
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hen Apple introduced the fi rst successful tablet computer, the 

iPad, in January 2010, it planned to target the consumer mar-

ket. Consumers responded with unprecedented eagerness, and 

by July 2013, according to the Consumer Electronics Association, 

about four in 10 online consumers in the United States owned 

a tablet—either an iPad or one of the many devices in the same 

category that began appearing soon afterward. 

Surprisingly, however, business users proved just as enthusias-

tic. Nathan Clevenger, author of “iPad in the Enterprise,” estimates 

that within 90 days of the iPad’s release, it had managed to pen-

etrate 50% of Fortune 100 companies. According to research fi rm IDC, the commercial 

segment now accounts for 13% of the tablet market worldwide and will account for 20% 

by 2017—and small businesses are expanding their tablet use faster than any others.

Tablets became ubiquitous in the business world overnight, Clevenger said, because 

users simply brought their personal (inexpensive, lightweight, always-on) devices to 

the offi ce. IT directors looked askance at fi rst, but banning tablets seemed about as 

feasible as banning, say, watches. Since that time, IT divisions have generally tried to 

support their users’ demands for these productivity-enhancing devices while main-

taining corporate security and technology standards. In many cases, this 

means the company purchases tablets and issues them to users. 

According to Forrester Analyst J.P. Gownder, both company-issued and 

bring-your-own tablets will become pervasive in workplaces in the next 

few years, and a third model may also emerge: In some companies, he 

said, workers are willing to foot part of the cost of a tablet in exchange for 

getting the specifi c device of their choice.

W

TABLETS 
        Make Inroads 
at Rural Telcos
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Promoting Collaboration
Like other small and midsized businesses, rural telcos 
are fi nding many uses for tablets. Jimmy Blevins, chief 
executive offi cer of SkyLine Membership Corp. (West 
Jefferson, N.C.), said the company’s board members are 
given company-provided tablets. This makes it easy to 
share documents using cloud-based services. “The tablets, 
and especially the cloud services, have enabled us to make 
faster decisions and have enhanced effi ciency,” Blevins 
said. “We are able to collaborate on joint fi les that are 
commonly shared in the cloud.” Board members easily 
access fi les on Dropbox prior to meetings, with the result 
that “we’re able to spend more time [discussing] strategy.”

Blevins pointed out, however, that tablets are better 
designed for reading than for writing. “If I’m working on 
spreadsheets or typing up documents,” he said, “I still 
prefer the PC.”

An ‘Aha’ Moment
United Telephone Association (UTA; Dodge City, Kan.) went 
even further, issuing a tablet computer to every employee 
who wanted one, as well as Mi-Fi cellular routers (routers 
that act as mobile Wi-Fi hot spots) for those who needed 
mobile connectivity. (In the offi ce or at home, employees 
connect tablets to the Internet via Wi-Fi.) Employees 
were given the choice of an iPad or a Samsung Galaxy 
Note, and nearly all employees availed themselves of one. 

UTA was inspired to buy the tablets after an “aha” mo-
ment at a meeting with a neighboring company. Opera-
tions Manager Mike Salmans recalled, “They walked into our 
boardroom … and they all pulled out their iPads to make 
notes and pulled up slides on the projector. … We’ve 
always prided ourselves on being early adopters, and we 
realized that we’d better catch up or get left behind.”

Though the tablets are still new, Salmans anticipates that 
employees will much prefer traveling with them than “lug-
ging along a laptop.” He has already seen them used for 
presentations, meetings, VPN connectivity, email and a host 
of other uses. He said, “I foresee the laptop going away even-
tually, once everyone gets used to using a notepad [tablet].”

When the tablets arrived, the IT department held a 
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three-hour class to introduce the employees to the new 
devices, going “all the way through from turning it on to 
‘here are the things you can do with it,’” Salmans said. 
The IT staff confi gured the devices so employees could log 
into their desktops from them and access any email or 
documents they could see on their offi ce computers.

Tablets for Marketing and Field 
Technicians
Smithville Communications, a family-owned telco based 
in Ellettsville, Ind., distributes tablets only to certain 
groups of employees. The sales and marketing staff is one 
such group. Chief Technical Offi cer David Grodin said, 
“They’re nice to use if you want to show something to a 
customer. We’ve also created a few applications to take to 
events such as fairs. Customers can use the tablets to fi ll 
out surveys and enter comments about our services, or 
they can play trivia games to win prizes.”

Smithville also fi nds tablets useful for technicians 
in the fi eld. Techs interact with the workforce manage-
ment system through their tablets and access service 
orders. “Originally, everyone would have to come back to 
the central offi ce to pick up their work orders; later, they 
could access the workforce management system with their 
laptops,” Grodin said. “They have Internet connections in 
their trucks, and the system tells them the next stop to go 
to. Supervisors can move schedules around dynamically 
throughout the day. If someone is running late, they can 
adjust the schedule on the fl y. Tablets make it a lot easier 
[than laptops] because they’re always on. The techs didn’t 
need the full functionality of a laptop.” 

Unlike SkyLine and UTA, both of which provide their 
own wireless service, Smithville relies on other cellular 
providers in its service area. This occasionally makes life 
diffi cult for technicians trying to access the company’s 
workforce management system from the fi eld. ”There are 
pretty good cell connections in most places, but in others 
… they sometimes have to drive around for a while to pick 
up a signal,” Grodin said.

Managing the Tablet Revolution
Grodin agreed with Blevins about tablets’ limitations. He 
said of his iPad, “It’s a really good tool to stay connected 
to email if I’m sitting in a conference room, but if I actu-
ally have to do work—if I need to use Visio [fl owchart 
software] or work on a presentation, or if I have to get 
into some of our systems—it fails.” Interacting with the 
network support staff also requires capabilities beyond 
those of a tablet computer, Grodin said. Nevertheless, he 
pointed out that plenty of managers could travel with a 
tablet and fi nd it meets all their needs on the road. It just 
depends on what an individual’s role calls for.

The proliferation of device types poses strategic ques-
tions that haven’t been entirely answered yet. Does a new 

TABLETS

Board members at Skyline Membership Corp. 
have been given company-provided tablets.
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device replace or complement older types? How many 
devices does one employee need? And who is responsible 
for each device type?

“We ran into this issue—are you going to give people 
both a laptop and a desktop computer?” Grodin said, back 
when laptop computers fi rst became available. For the most 
part, he said, laptops ended up replacing desktops, and 
each employee was supplied with a laptop with a docking 
station to use in the offi ce. In certain roles, however, an 
employee might need both a laptop and a desktop. 

For Smithville, it’s far from clear whether every employee 
will need a tablet or whether tablets will ultimately replace 
latptops for most employees. If employees want tablet com-
puters at work but can’t justify the expense, the company 
is considering allowing them to bring their own devices to 
work (as it already does with smartphones). A bring-your-
own-device (BYOD) policy is appealing in many ways, 
Grodin said. For example, it eliminates pressure from 
employees for the company to keep buying the newest, 
shiniest model of tablet or computer each year. Buying 
the latest and greatest device may make sense for per-
sonal use but is not always justifi able in business terms.

However, BYOD raises operational issues of its own. 
The largest issue? “We have to reserve the ability to wipe 
out [all the data] if you leave,” Grodin said. 
“We don’t know what information you 
have on there. If it’s our device, we’ll take 
it from you, but if it’s yours … well, look at 
the worst-case scenario: If an employee is 
terminated, we’d have to wipe out the [de-
vice] remotely.” Some employees, he said, 
are willing to live with these restrictions 
in exchange for a company contribution 
toward the cost of the device. 

Another issue is what to do if an employee 
loses a tablet. Managing this risk involves 
either forcing employees to password-pro-
tect their devices, which is diffi cult to do on 
an employee-owned device, or limiting the 
applications on the devices, which makes 
them less useful than they could be. 

Applications are available on the market 
to help companies manage devices that are 
used for both personal and business pur-
poses, but as Grodin said, “Typically they’re 
not priced for smaller companies.” 

Yet another issue with a BYOD policy is 
that it makes employees responsible for any 
expenses (for example, cellular data plans) 
needed to keep the devices working. “What 
if they don’t pay the bill?” Grodin asked. 
“You have to have a policy that it’s your 
[the employee’s] obligation to keep the 
device working.”

Grodin said that this may cease to be an issue when 
smartphones and tablets become as ubiquitous as cars. 
Employees understand and accept the responsibility to 
keep their cars operational so they can get to work. But 
for these newer devices, he said, “the mentality is not 
quite there yet.”

Masha Zager is a freelance writer. She can be reached at        
mashazager@bridgewriter.com. 

Employees at United Telephone Association 
were given a choice of two tablets.
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I L LU S T R AT I O N  BY  S A M  F E R R O

MORE 

THAN JUST A 

FLAVOR OF THE MONTH

SECURITY SYSTEM
S

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE OF A TYPICAL SMALL TELEPHONE COMPANY 

or cooperative and the service off erings read like Baskin-Robbins 

31 fl avors, with everything from landline to wireless to Internet 

to cable television—and the list goes on. Increasingly, small 

telecom providers are adding security systems to this 

list. At fi rst glance, this may seem akin to Baskin-

Robbins deciding to sell doughnuts (which it es-

sentially did when it teamed up with Dunkin’ 

Donuts in 1994). But industry experts and 

analysts aren’t surprised by this trend, 

noting that the technology and skill 

sets involved in security instal-

lations and monitoring are 

not that far removed 

from those already 

being offered by  

m o d e r n - d a y 

t e l e c o m 

c o m p a -

nies.
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The typical business customers that want a security systems are those that are at high risk for 

burglary, such as jewelry stores and pharmacies, explained Marshall Marinace—vice president/

president-elect of the Electronic Security Association and owner of Marshall Alarm Systems.

Jay Henke, business development and operations manager for Clear Creek Communications 

(Oregon City, Ore.), pointed out that business owners are typically an easier sell than homeowners. 

“Most businesses already have alarms. They know they need to protect their assets,” he said, 

adding that video monitoring via smartphone is by far the biggest appeal to bar and restaurant 

owners. “For business owners to be able to look in and see what’s going on—not just in terms of 

security, but to know what their workers are doing—means that the owner can be tied to the busi-

ness 24/7 in a good way. If we can get in front of business owners and explain this, we’ve sold it. 

That’s a $1,000 system installed and $40 a month in revenues.”

On the residential side, Marinace noted that typical customers interested in home alarm sys-

tems are wealthy people who have expensive belongings and valuables to protect; new homeown-

ers who are interested in an insurance discount; and single mothers. 

C. Lee Chambers, general manager of Sandhill Telephone Cooperative (Jeff erson, S.C.), said old-

er people who live alone are another prime demographic in his area. “ADT has a TV commercial that 

shows parents checking in to see that their children are home from school; but around here, the 

reverse is happening,” he said. “The adult kids who have moved to the city are logging on to see if 

mom or grandma is OK. It’s possible to see if they got up and opened the fridge or opened the 

medicine cabinet.”

Despite these demographic segments, Marinace said the biggest wave of new security cus-

tomers are often people who were recent victims of a crime or personally knew a victim. “Unfor-

tunately, that’s the type of thing that triggers a sale,” he said.

Chambers agreed. “Once people know you have security, no one is really jumping on this until 

there’s a neighborhood break-in, and then everyone wants a security system installed at the 

same time,” he said. “Be prepared that this is a feast or famine type of operation. It really depends 

on what’s going on in the neighborhood.” 

Henke said he’s observed this same phenomenon in his part of Oregon. “There’s a scary event 

and customers sign up; and at fi rst, they’re diligent about using it every time they leave the house,” 

he said. “That’s for the fi rst few months, and then they start only setting it up when they’re going 

away, and then they forget to ever use it. After a year, they’re asking themselves, ‘Why are we 

paying for this?’”

To avoid customer churn, Henke said it’s important to sell more than just security. “You want to 

build sticky features into the system,” he said, explaining that this can easily be done through smart 

home monitoring. “You can turn lights on and off  to make it look like the house is occupied. You can 

monitor energy consumption to better regulate the heating and cooling systems. This smart home 

trend is what the security industry sees as real growth. This is really going to take off .”
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gotten the bugs out,” he said. 
“Now it’s much easier to have it 
wireless rather than running wire 
all through a house or offi ce.” 

Now, Clear Creek sells and 
installs security systems to homes and 
businesses, and it outsources the daily 
monitoring. “We couldn’t afford to hire 
four to 20 people to work 24/7 in shifts to 
handle the calls,” Henke explained. “Call 
centers are better equipped for that and can 
be inexpensive.” 

Bernie Arnason—managing partner and 
founder of Pivot Media, a telecommunications consulting 
fi rm—pointed out that most small telcos outsource some 
part of their security offering. “They have to decide: Will 
this strictly be a resale effort or a monitoring business 
over an existing platform, or a hybrid of the two?” he 
said, adding that the commitment to sell, install and 
monitor comes with a hefty price tag. “Most small com-
panies lack the resources to do everything themselves to 
make a full-blown A to Z offering.”

Monitoring Only
For ComSouth Telecommunications Inc., an integrated 
independent telecommunications company serving central 
Georgia (Hawkinsville), it made sense to outsource sales 
and installations and to act as a third-party monitoring 
service. “We contract with security dealers who sell and 
install the systems, and then we handle the monitoring 
for them,” explained Cathy Fincher, manager of central 
station monitoring for ComSouth Monitoring Inc., part of 
ComSouth Teleservices, a sister company of ComSouth. 

When ComSouth fi rst entered the security business 17 
years ago, it conducted a business case and decided the 
revenues were not there to do the sales and installations, 
said Mike Penn, vice president of marketing and sales. 
“It’s not uncommon for the large national brands like 
ADT to give away $300 security systems,” he said. “That 
would be hard to compete against.”

ComSouth offers monitoring—both residential and 
commercial—for 47 different security dealers, represent-
ing nearly 19,000 individual customers. “If we were a 
security dealer ourselves, the other dealers would likely 
view using us as a monitoring service as a confl ict of 
interest,” Penn said. 

Fincher said ComSouth has 18 full-time employees to 
handle the monitoring, which encompasses burglary, fi re, 
panic and environmental (for agricultural uses). “We 
have a lot of chicken houses in the South,” she said. “Our 
environmental monitoring checks for heat and water fl ow.”

Monitoring is a nonstop, continual operation, Fincher 
said. “The staff must work around the clock,” she said, add-
ing that they dispatch to police, fi re and medical fi rst 

The Market
The Electronic Security Association 
(ESA), a trade group representing 
security dealers, cites estimates 
from Bobit Business Media that 
the entire North America security 
industry generates $33 billion 
annually. Roughly one-third of the 
business stems from residential, or 
homeowners, with the remainder coming 
from commercial and industrial customers.

In the past three years, the number of new 
installations has declined; but Marshall Mari-
nace—vice president/president-elect of ESA and owner of 
Marshall Alarm Systems—said this is merely a refl ection 
of the economy. “It’s hard to get true numbers, but the 
percentage of households with security systems is some-
where between 17% and 24%,” he said. “Within fi ve 
years, the industry is projected to hit its saturation point, 
which is 40%. That’s a huge potential for growth.”

One of the driving forces behind this optimistic projec-
tion for growth is new entrants in the security industry. 
“With the utility and cable companies getting into the 
business and generating interest through TV ads, telemar-
keting, mailings—this will create more interest and grow 
awareness,” Marinace said.

Jay Henke, business development and operations man-
ager for Clear Creek Communications (Oregon City, Ore.), 
agreed, pointing out that the big players—AT&T, Verizon, 
Time Warner and Comcast—are smart about going where 
the money is. “They wouldn’t be getting into this if they 
didn’t see the market potential,” he said.

Some History
 ESA’s Marinace pointed out that the Bell operating com-
panies tried to enter the security arena 20 years ago but 
failed. “But things have changed so much and the land-
scape has changed, so now they’re coming back,” he said, 
pointing out that the delivery method for security systems 
has changed and evolved over the years, starting with 
landlines and then moving into broadband. “But landlines 
are going away and broadband was too unreliable because 
when the power went out, the service went down.”

The advent of wireless technology is one of the biggest 
game changers, Marinace said. “Cellular security is where 
it’s at,” he said. “It’s the best delivery method and the 
one that’s growing at the fastest pace.”

Clear Creek briefl y tried its hand in the security busi-
ness many years ago, Henke said. “The fi rst time was a 
nightmare,” he said. “It was so labor intensive—our techs 
were spending two or three days at a house. It sapped any 
profi ts. There was no recovery of that time or expense.”

About eight years ago, the security industry went wire-
less, Henke said. “Since then, they’ve fi ne-tuned it and 
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Clear Creek Communications sells and 
installs security systems but outsources 
daily monitoring.
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responders, as well as to local guard ser-
vices in gated communities.

Sales and Installation
C. Lee Chambers— general manager of 
Sandhill Telephone Cooperative (Jefferson, 
S.C.), which has been offering security sys-
tems for the past six years—said he didn’t 
want to hire additional off-hours staff or 
take on the additional risk involved in 
monitoring. “You have to take out a lot 
more liability insurance when you do the 
monitoring yourself,” he said. “We sell the 
systems and install them, but a neighbor-
ing independent telco, Comporium Com-
munications, does the day-to-day 
monitoring services.”

Comporium (Rock Hill, S.C.) had 
already been in the business for four years, 
Chambers said. “Since they’d already been 
there and done that, we fi gured this was a 
good avenue for us to get into this busi-
ness,” he said, adding that his company 
recently signed its 1,000th customer. 
“When we get to 2,000 or 3,000 customers, 
we’ll re-evaluate at that time if we want to 
start doing the monitoring ourselves.” 

Offering It All
Head far north to Canada and fi nd Nexi-
com Group (Millbrook, Ontario), a telco 
that has been in existence for the past 115 
years and in the security business since 
2006. It doesn’t outsource anything. It 
provides sales, installation and monitoring 
for 133 residential customers and 91 busi-
ness customers, explained Julie Howe, 
sales and marketing manager. Specifi cally, 
it monitors for burglary, intrusion, smoke/
fi re, carbon monoxide and fl ooding. In 
addition, its camera option allows users to 
look in on homes or businesses. The telco 
also has a medic alert system for seniors or 
people with medical conditions, as well as 
a smart home solution to regulate things 
like thermostats and lighting. 

For telcos just getting into the security 
business, Howe advised that it makes 
sense for newcomers to initially outsource 
a monitoring station company, especially if 
they don’t already have 24/7 customer ser-
vice employees. But once a telco reaches 
500 security customers, that’s the time to 
consider taking it back in-house, she said.

FOCUSED ON OUR CUSTOMERS, 
POSITIONED FOR THE FUTURE.

800-542-8072 
www.cobank.com

Thanks to a series of acquisitions, including its 2011 transaction with Denver-based 
Qwest, CenturyLink now has more than $18 billion in annual revenue and millions of 
customers across the United States and internationally. CenturyLink turned to CoBank 
for a $440 million financing package and the bank was able to work with its Farm 
Credit System partners to complete a medium-term syndicated loan. Despite its scale, 
CenturyLink has never lost sight of its rural roots, and, with the help of CoBank and the 
Farm Credit System, they remain one of the nation’s dominant rural carriers.

CoBank’s commitment to serving rural America has never been stronger than it is today. 
We remain dedicated to the rural infrastructure industry and are proud of the strength 
and spirit of our customers. 

“CoBank is a good, stable bank that hasn’t gone through all the ups 

and downs of other institutions. They were able to bring us a unique 

financing vehicle from the strength of the whole Farm Credit System.” 

Stewart Ewing, Chief Financial Officer, CenturyLink
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Nexicom Group uses security systems to monitor 
for burglary, intrusion, smoke/fire, carbon    
monoxide and flooding.

SECURITY SYSTEMS
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Another tip for newcomers is to pick one equipment pro-
vider and stick with that vendor for consistency, Howe said.

For Sandhill Telephone, its equipment hassles come dur-
ing the summer months. “Most telephone equipment is 
inside; but with security, it’s mostly outside,” Chambers 
said. “So come lightning season, cameras get knocked 
down and equipment gets fried. If you offer a maintenance 
plan, defi nitely realize that you’ll be making a repeat visit.”

In addition, many states have laws on 
the books (and national regulations may 
be on the horizon) to ensure that security 
personnel have the proper licensing and 
background checks. 

Rather than put all the technicians on 
that job, Sandhill Telephone designates just 
a few people for its security work. “That’s 
their job. That’s all they do,” Chambers 
explained, adding that this saves time and 
money on the background checks. 

Sales Advice 
Henke noted that security installation 
work is a relatively simple matter for most 
technicians. “It’s not that far removed 
from installing cable,” he said, pointing 
out that the biggest hurdle for most small 
telcos and co-ops is on the sales and mar-
keting side. “We’re good at customer ser-
vice and retaining customers, but we’re 
not so good at selling ourselves because 
we’re used to people coming to us.” 

Nexicom’s Howe agreed it’s important 
to do extensive marketing to play up security 
as part of the telecommunications bundle. 
“Incent your sales staff with good com-
missions for selling this service,” she added.

Both Sandhill Telephone and Clear 
Creek have had success fi nding customers 
outside their service territories. “Just 
within the past year, we decided to branch 
out beyond our co-op service territory and 
market to folks in the surrounding area,” 
Chambers said. “That’s really helped beef 
up our numbers, and it’s easy enough for 
us to do this. It’s just 30 minutes further 
down the road.”

While Chambers is pleased with his com-
pany’s decision to get into the security busi-
ness, he noted that it’s not a get-rich-quick 
operation. “Don’t expect to make money 
on this for the fi rst few years,” he said.

For those just looking into the security 
business, perhaps the hardest decision is 
what to offer because there’s such a wide 

W
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infosolutions@hickorytech.com hickorytech-is.com

COST-EFFECTIVE BILLING. 
PROVEN RESULTS.

BILLING + CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT + OSS
Grow revenue, not overhead. If you question the 
wisdom of investing in new hardware and 
expanding IT staff to stay competitive, you’re 
asking the right question. SuiteSolution can 
insulate your small or mid-size company from 
significant capital cost by delivering Tier 1 
functionality through the cloud.

Always current, best-of-class B/OSS is a click 
away. The benefits put profitability and 

exemplary customer service on the same side of the equation, allowing you to 
run your office without compromise.

array of services, explained Pivot Media’s Arnason. Some 
could say it’s as hard as settling on an ice cream fl avor out 
of 31 choices.

Rachel Brown is a freelance writer. She can be reached at  
rachelsb@aol.com.
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BY STEVE GLEAVE

              Marc Andreessen (co-founder of Netscape) contributed an article to 

the Wall Street Journal titled, “Why Software Is Eating the World.” In the article, the 

prominent Silicon Valley investor and visionary argued that software programming 

tools and Internet-based services had advanced to the point where global companies 

could be established virtually overnight without the usual geographical, resource or 

capital limitations. The infl ection point that made this so was the availability of on-

demand, massively scalable storage and computing resources—or as it now is known, 

the low-cost cloud.

Andreessen’s article rang true. Many of the world’s fastest growing brands are 

indeed software companies. Google, the world’s largest direct marketer, is a software 

company. The world’s largest video company by subscriber count, Netfl ix, is a soft-

ware company. Skype is a software company. LinkedIn, Evernote, Dropbox, Spotify—

all software companies. Perhaps the most innovative movie company of the last 10 

years, Pixar? A software company. Software ate photography long ago. And of course, 

the world’s largest online retailer, Amazon, is a software company (with some pretty 

serious logistics thrown in).

In August 2011, 
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SOFTWARE

But Amazon is more than just a retailer of consumer 
products. In fact, many point to Amazon as the pioneer in 
wholesaling the storage and computing platforms that 
have become the de facto rented fabric of a new breed of 
fast-growing software companies. While trying to 
optimize infrastructure for its own use, Amazon discov-
ered that when designing for 85% of expected peak 
capacity, its computer systems could sit idle for as much 
as 75% of the time. To address this problem, Amazon set 
about designing an elastic resource that could be scaled 
up and down as needed, and effectively rented to others 
at other times (statistically, of course, at all times) to 
maximize usage. This led to the creation of a wholesale 
division, Amazon Web Services (AWS), that now gener-
ates annual revenue of somewhere between $2 billion and 
$6 billion (exact numbers are hard to fi nd, and Amazon is 
deliberately vague) from its Simple Storage Service (S3) 
and Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). 

The offering is compelling: bulk data storage for absurdly 
low rates and reserved or on-demand machine instances 
for computer power that are dialed up through Web APIs 
(application programming interfaces). Prices for both 
products have been reduced more than 20 times since launch. 
S3 now stores more than 2 trillion third-party objects, 
accessed at well more than 1 million times per second. 

The attraction for third parties is to run their applications 
in virtual machines on AWS’s underlying commercial 
off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. AWS layers its own software 
(and a bunch of load balancers) on top to make this monster 
collection of COTS hardware act as a hugely scalable and 
fault tolerant compute resource. Keen to offer similar 
solutions, Google jumped into the market to rent out its 
own cloud capabilities under the brand of Google Compute 
Engine, while Microsoft’s Windows Azure and VMWare’s 
VCloud also ensure that prices will continue to drop. 

So what? What could this have to do with the future of 
rural telcos? 

For a while now, telcos have looked at the cloud as a 
possible source of adjunct service revenue that can 
include storage, backup and enterprise application 
hosting. But the real opportunity lies in seeing this new 
high performance cloud not just as a place for data 
storage and retrieval, or asynchronous applications, but as 
the home for the control and programming of real-time 
communication services. The advent of multicore central 
processing units (CPUs), with signifi cant amounts of 
on-board memory and high performance media handling 
capabilities, means that data center COTS silicon and 
servers can now handle the needs of real time, synchro-
nous communications services. This can even be achieved 
in virtual machines, where applications share underlying 
common CPU resources through a layer known as a 
hypervisor. Naturally, there can be tradeoffs in such an 
environment, but a number of techniques are already 

established for tying virtual machines directly to the 
underlying CPUs and network interface controllers when 
serious media handling is required.

Inspired by these advances, 13 of the world’s leading 
operators united in October 2012 to create a working 
group that would look to accelerate the development of 
virtualized network functions. Keen to put the core of 
their own network operations on dedicated, or rented, 
cloud infrastructures, this group looked to the vendor 
community to decouple the software in their network ele-
ments from underlying, proprietary hardware. The advan-
tages would be many, but the mission was driven primarily 
by two things: 1) the opportunity to dramatically reduce 
operating costs by running the network on off-the-shelf 
IT platforms and 2) to encourage both innovation from, 
and a broadening of, vendors that could now simply sup-
ply software, without the fi nancial obligation of support-
ing many units of expensive, proprietary hardware. 
Naturally, along the way, the network would become 
more software-centric.

Quickly embraced by operators worldwide, the concept 
of NFV (network functions virtualization) has gathered 
considerable momentum throughout the vendor commu-
nity. It is often mentioned in the same breath as SDN 
(software defi ned networking) because the two projects 
can lead to communication networks that are built on 
cloud infrastructures, with network intelligence separated 
from media handling and a range of Web APIs that allow 
application developers and end-users to leverage the full 
power of a truly programmable network. The ultimate 
goal is to put the brains of this new network in the cloud 
and dramatically reduce the cost of network elements 
that shift the packetized media.

The vendor community has moved quickly to virtualize 
many network elements, including softswitches, session 
border controllers and deep packet inspection platforms 
for application-aware networking and policy enforce-
ment. Independent initiatives like CloudNFV have been 
formed to accelerate vendor interaction and to prototype 
cross-vendor solutions for the more complex task of 
service provisioning and orchestration. In another 
example of the seismic changes that this approach can 
bring, one vendor even delivered an entire IP-Multimedia 
Subsystem core on AWS EC2—and promptly open-
sourced the lot. Calculations at current AWS pricing 
suggest that a telco could use such a solution to deliver 
IMS call control at a cost of 2 cents/subscriber/year.

Can an incumbent rural telco, steeped in a history of 
TDM switching and, more recently, NGN, truly become 
more software-centric? Certainly technology won’t be the 
long-term obstacle. There is already a critical mass of 
vendor activity committed to solving these challenges.  
For the more progressive telcos, issues are more likely to 
surround the choice of private, public or hybrid cloud   

The real opportunity lies in seeing this new high performance cloud not just as a place for   
data storage and retrieval, or asynchronous applications, but as the home for the control and  
programming of real-time communication services.
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and the willingness to experiment with some radical 
new concepts. A natural reaction is to “own every-
thing.” After all, that’s what central offi ces were for. 
But the price/performance/fault tolerance of the 
commercial alternatives (i.e., AWS, Google Compute 
Engine) are so compelling that a more forward-
thinking telco might be willing to give “renting” a try. 
Indeed, it can easily be argued that a certifi cation in 
AWS might soon be a more logical service-tech 
qualifi cation than the Cisco-certifi ed “stamps” that 
have traditionally been sought. Likewise, services 
that are initially built in the cloud might be comple-
mentary to the more regulated products currently 
offered. Leveraging open-source solutions, a broad 
development community and a selection of APIs, the 
more forward-looking telco will be able to quickly 
deliver a range of “beta” services to test business 
and consumer appetites. Beyond these augmented 
services, embracing concepts of carrier SDN will 
allow operators to provide programmable access to 
their network resources, permitting end-users to dial 
up bandwidth on demand for everything from data 
center backups to large fi le transfer to streaming 
Blu-ray movies. Along the way, the progressive 

operator moves from offering fi xed bandwidth products 
to delivering the “network as a service.”

While many of America’s smaller, more rural operators 
might still need convincing, it is worth remembering that 
the “landlords” of cloud infrastructure and resources treat 
all “tenants” pretty much equally. Rates for cloud-based 
storage and compute instances are readily published—
there are no secrets on discounts for volume. There is 
really nothing to stop any service provider from virtual-
izing network functions and shifting the brains of its 
network into a dedicated or third-party data center. 

Perhaps the smaller operators should go fi rst. For sure, 
there will be a learning curve. But it will doubtless be 
easier to introduce these concepts as adjuncts to, or part 
of, a smaller service offering. The upside is remarkably 
compelling: dramatically lower costs, increased network 
fl exibility and a fl ood of innovation that only truly 
decoupled software can bring. 

Software might be eating the world, but it’s time to set 
your table. Those who look to become software telcos will 
most certainly not go hungry.

Steve Gleave is vice president of marketing for Metaswtich. He can be 
reached at steve.gleave@metaswitch.com.
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 Leveraging open-source solutions, a broad development community and a selection of APIs,  
 the more forward-looking telco will be able to quickly deliver a range of “beta” services to  
 test business and consumer appetites. 

SOFTWARE
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We believe  
in risks worth taking.

From Hi-fi to WiFi —

800.669.0622   |    farmersunioninsurance.com

Get in touch  
for a free onsite consultation.

QBE and the links logo are registered service marks of QBE Insurance Group Limited. 
Coverages underwritten by National Farmers Union Property and Casualty Company. 
California Company ID #3078-3. © 2013 QBE Holdings, Inc.

For more than 40 years, we’ve been  
a leading partner in the ever-changing 
telecommunications industry. We use 
our expertise to design insurance 
plans that help our clients build faster, 
stronger networks across the country. 
Where others see change, we see 
opportunity. We’re QBE Farmers 
Union. We make things possible.
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Let us know at
publications@ntca.org.

Watch 
NTCA 
Video... 
at NTCA’s Rural TeleCommunity. 
Just go to www.ntca.org, click 
“About NTCA/Rural TeleCommunity.”
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BY KENT LARSEN

HEY’RE COMING AFTER YOU.
“They” are your customers. “They” are your competitors. “They” are coming after 

your wallet. 

The reality is your landline business is shrinking. Traditional voice services are increas-

ingly seeing competition. NTCA now bills itself the “Rural Broadband Association.”

So, let’s assume we all agree broadband is your future. Will customers value reliable 

bandwidth and customer service that rural incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) 

take justifi able pride in providing? Or will robust, 4G wireless offerings be the norm? 

The data suggest that, where such robust 4G wireless service exists, customers will pay 

for it. 

Let’s also plan that regulatory support for broadband is not yet a committed policy. Assume support rev-

enues may not be suffi cient and predictable. 

Conclusion? Rural telcos must evolve into more competitive businesses, less dependant on heavily 

regulated services. These businesses exist only when revenues exceed costs. While past revenues grew with 

costs, and some revenue growth remains based upon costs, such growth is marginal. Further, in competitive 

markets, market forces rather than tariff rates 

determine pricing. 

If rural telcos are forced to respond to mar-

ket pricing, and if further investment in net-

works is required, then operating costs must be 

reduced. What follows are some thoughts on 

cost-reduction strategies.

Fixed Costs
First, the economic reality of telecommunications is that 
it is a fi xed-cost business. Expensive networks must be 
provided at or near customers, whether wired or wireless. 
Further, telcos can’t outsource or escape the high, fi xed 
cost of loops. 

Economies of scale are cost advantages that enterprises 
obtain due to size, with cost per unit of output gener-
ally decreasing with increasing scale as fi xed costs are 
spread out over more units of output. Often operational 
effi ciency is also greater with increasing scale, leading to 
lower variable costs as well. Since telephone networks 
have extraordinary fi xed costs, controllable activities that 
support networks must become more effi cient.
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The best example, already implemented by rural 
carriers nationwide, is shared fi ber transport networks. 
Another example, implemented by many larger carriers, 

is establishing a single point of switching for multiple 
rate centers. Realistically, rural carriers do not work 
their switches hard. Using existing fi ber transport, 
and with changes to access costs and rates, exploit-
ing bandwidth already available to share these costs 
should become more attractive to many rural ILECs.

Operating Costs
That’s pretty much all a telco can address in terms 
of fi xed capital costs. Let’s turn our attention to 
operating costs. When asked why he robbed banks, 
Willie Sutton, a depression-era bank robber, stated, 
“Because that’s where the money is.” Operating 
expenses are where the money is. Typically, operat-
ing expenses comprise 60% of total cost. Reduced 
operating expense goes to this year’s bottom line. 
Committed capital costs do not. Where should telcos 
concentrate their efforts?

Consider the provision of television, with its em-
phasis on fi rst-day installation costs. Large compa-
nies hire contract installers who report to a dispatch 
center at 7 a.m. and pick up 8–12 install tickets. The 

contractor is paid about $75 per ticket, or $600–$900 
per day. Assume two men, a truck, tools and supplies, and 
that they work until 9 p.m. That’s 14 hours. Assume also 
that one man owns the business while another is paid 
wages. The owner pays the worker $20 per hour, or $280 
per day. Add another $100 for supplies, that’s $380, round 
up to $400. The owner earns between $200 and $500 per 
day—not bad. 

In discussing the effi ciency of fi ber-based networks, 
engineers assume operating costs can be reduced because 
of the nature of fi ber compared with copper. For current 
plant staffi ng, head-count reductions are implied. Unfor-
tunately, for a lot of small telcos, those savings cannot be 
realized (e.g., if there are only two maintenance em-
ployees and both are required for any reason). However, 
where fi ber effi ciency can be leveraged, the cost savings 
can contribute to paying for the investment. Sharing 
maintenance resources could accomplish this. 

But it’s not just about reducing costs. Increasing 
diffi culty in attracting and retaining skilled workers to 
manage tomorrow’s IP networks, combined with an aging 
cohort of employees skilled in maintaining a traditional 
TDM network, leads companies to contemplate sharing 
these critical resources, too. 

Finally, commercial offi ce functions must be exam-
ined. The days of numerous walk-up retail locations may 
be, and maybe should be, drawing to a close. Assuming 
a monthly operating cost of $3,500 and 20 personal (not 
telephone) interactions per day, in a 22-day work month, 

the cost per transaction is about $7.95, about half the 
typical monthly local rate. Half the transactions doubles 
the cost. Finally, in almost every sale of rural telco proper-
ties, these costs are the fi rst to be addressed. 

Perfect Is the Enemy of Good
Rural telcos have been blessed by an environment where 
perfection could be sought and maybe even accom-
plished. Since the fundamental drivers of the market have 
changed, perfection becomes elusive and expensive. With 
that thought in mind, what should rural telcos be think-
ing about over the next two to three years? 

First, determine what your customers really expect you 
to do for them. What kind of customer service is adequate? 
What presence is required for their transactional require-
ments? What is an acceptable service interval for instal-
lation and repair? What level of quality do they expect of 
you versus what they will accept from your competitor? If 
customers want superior service, perhaps now is the time 
to charge a premium for presence and responsiveness. 

As support revenues remain unstable and as cord 
cutting continues, the answers to these questions will 
yield the biggest and quickest effi ciencies. We predict the 
re-engineering of customer service to be a major initiative 
in the near term.

Next, as retirements continue, expertise maintain-
ing the old TDM network retires alongside the men and 
women currently performing the role. Resource sharing 
begins with adjacency—your neighboring telco. The fi rst 
step is to perform a gap analysis between the skills you 
need and those you have. Then, if you haven’t already, 
start talking to your neighbors to determine what help 
they both need and can offer. We see this trend already 
developing, and the pressure on telcos will increase as old 
skills leave and new skills are required. 

Finally, determine which functions defi ne your telco’s 
core competency. Building and maintaining the subscriber 
network and having the right level of presence in front of 
customers are essential. After that, abundant resources 
are available to assist with the other, typically back offi ce 
functions described above: accounting, billing, IT support, 
etc. Again, we see a trend developing, especially among 
investor-owned and leveraged telcos, to cut costs and 
increase effi ciencies in these noncore areas.

The reality is that your customer base is shrinking, 
your fi xed costs are fi xed, the need to free up cash to 
deliver services customers need and want is ever present, 
and the source of that cash will increasingly have to come 
from company profi ts. 

The cost cutting trends we see are real. The pressure 
will get worse. The money is in operations. 

Kent Larsen is senior vice president at CHR Solutions, Inc. He can be 
reached at kent.larsen@chrsolutions.com.

Typically, 
operating 
expenses 
comprise 
60% of total 
cost. Reduced 
operating 
expense goes 
to this year’s 
bottom line. 
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n a world economy, many countries both import 
and export to the United States a wide variety of 
goods, including chemicals. The global chemical 
business is more than $1.7 trillion each year, accord-
ing to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA). Chemicals affect all of our lives, both personally and 

professionally. Employees are entitled to know what chemicals are 
in the workplace and any potential hazards they may have. As em-
ployers, we are required to keep this information easily accessible and 
updated. OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) addresses 

this requirement. 
OSHA is changing the hazardous communication classifi -

cation and communication provisions of hazard communica-
tions. As employers, you must be up-to-date on your respon-
sibilities involving the Globally Harmonized System (GHS). 
According to OSHA, the GHS is an international approach to 
hazard communication, providing agreed criteria for clas-
sifi cation of chemical hazards, and a standardized approach 
to label elements and safety data sheets. The GHS was 
negotiated in a multiyear process by hazard communication 
experts from many different countries, international organiza-
tions and stakeholder groups. It is based on major existing 
systems around the world, including OSHA’s HCS and the 
chemical classifi cation and labeling systems of other U.S. 

agencies. These recommendations can be used by regulatory 
authorities such as OSHA to establish mandatory requirements for 

hazard communication, but they do not constitute a model regulation.
“Exposure to hazardous chemicals is one of the most serious threats 

facing American workers today,” said former U.S. Secretary of Labor 
Hilda Solis. “Revising OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard will im-
prove the quality and consistency of hazard information, making it safer 
for workers to do their jobs and easier for employers to stay competitive.” 

The HCS is now aligned with the GHS of Classifi cation and Labeling of 
Chemicals. This update to the HCS will provide a common and coherent 
approach to classifying chemicals and communicating hazard informa-
tion on labels and safety data sheets. Once implemented, the revised 

standard 
will improve 

the quality and 
consistency of hazard 

information in the work-
place, making it safer for workers 

by providing easily understandable 
information on appropriate handling 
and safe use of hazardous chemicals. 

Many of you have probably never paid 
attention to the data sheets in the bright 
yellow material safety data sheet manu-
al that you are required to have. Take a 
glance at them. Some are one para-
graph and some are fi ve pages long. 
If you accidentally get some chemical 
in your eye, you do not want to have to 
read through a data sheet that has no 
kind of required order and that might 
be several pages long before you know 
if you’re supposed to fl ush the chemical 
or not. That is the primary reason that 
this GHS system is being implemented. 

To ensure chemical safety in the 
workplace, information about the 
identities and hazards of the chemicals 
must be available and understandable 
to workers. OSHA’s HCS requires the 
development and dissemination of such 
information:
> Chemical manufacturers and import-
ers are required to evaluate the haz-
ards of the chemicals they produce or 
import, and prepare labels and safety 
data sheets to convey the hazard infor-
mation to their downstream customers.

B Y  M A R I LY N  B L A K E
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As 
employers, 

you must be 
up-to-date 

on your 
responsibili-
ties involving 

the GHS. 

I L LU S T R AT I O N  BY  S A M  F E R R O

I

OSHA’s Hazcom Revisited 

Introducing 
the Globally 
Harmonized 
System (GHS) 
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Grand Hyatt San Antonio  

& Marriott Rivercenter

San Antonio, Texas

Saddle Up  
and Join Us  
in San Antonio!

You’ll gain:
• Real-time connections that help you 

solve your greatest challenges.

• Innovative thinking that opens your 
mind to new opportunities.

• Dynamic ideas and insights that you 
can bring home and share with  
your entire team.

FFFFFFFFeeebruary 2–5, 201444

Grand Hyatt San Antonio 

& Marriott Rivercenter

SSSan Antonio, Texas

s that help youu 
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Registration and housing open October 15.
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> All employers with hazardous chemi-
cals in their workplaces must have 
labels and safety data sheets for their 
exposed workers, and train them to 
handle the chemicals appropriately.

In the new version, each chemical 
data sheet will have 16 unifi ed sec-
tions—meaning all manufacturers will 
use the exact same format/pictograms/
codes to make it simple to read and 
understand quickly. Sections 1 through 
8 contain general information about the 
chemical, identifi cation, hazards, com-
position, safe handling practices and 
emergency control measures (e.g., fi re 
fi ghting). This should be helpful to those 
who need to get the information quickly. 

As of June 1, 2015, the HCS will require 
pictograms on labels to alert users of the 
chemical hazards to which they may be 
exposed. Each pictogram consists of a 
symbol on a white background framed 

within a red border and represents a 
distinct hazard. The pictogram on the 
label is determined by the chemical 
hazard classifi cation. You have to train 
your employees on these pictograms by 
December 1, 2013.

Major Changes to the Hazard 
Communication Standard
> Hazard classifi cation: Provides spe-
cifi c criteria for classifi cation of health 
and physical hazards, as well as clas-
sifi cation of mixtures.
> Labels: Chemical manufacturers and 
importers will be required to provide a 
label that includes a harmonized signal 
word, pictogram and hazard statement 
for each hazard class and category. 
Precautionary statements must also be 
provided.
> Safety data sheets: Will now have a 
specifi ed 16-section format.
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> Information and training: Employers 
are required to train workers by Decem-
ber 1, 2013, on the new labels’ elements 
and safety data sheets’ format to facili-
tate recognition and understanding.
> December 1, 2015: Distributor shall 
not ship containers labeled by the chem-
ical manufacturer or importer unless 
it has a GHS label. Prior to this time, 
manufacturers will start to use the GHS 
system. This is why you have to train 
your employees before they start to see 
the new versions of the data sheets.

Telcom Insurance Group has put 
together a train-the-trainer PowerPoint 
presentation that you can use to meet 
this training deadline of December 1, 2013. 
If you’d like a copy, please contact us. 

Marilyn A. Blake is chief operating officer of 
Telcom Insurance Group. She can be reached at 
MAB@telcominsgrp.com. 

HCS 
Pictograms 
and 
Hazards

FLAME OVER CIRCLE

u Oxidizers

FLAME

u Flammables
u Pyrophorics
u Self-Heating
u Emits Flammable Gas
u Self-Reactives
u Organic Peroxides

HEALTH HAZARD 

u Carcinogen
u Mutagenicity
u Reproductive Toxicity
u Respiratory Sensitizer
u Target Organ Toxicity
u Aspiration Toxicity

EXCLAMATION MARK

u Irritant (skin and eye)
u Skin Sensitizer
u Acute Toxicity
u Narcotic Effects
u Respiratory Tract Irritant
u Hazardous to Ozone Layer 

(Non-Mandatory)

EXPLODING BOMB

u Explosives
u Self-Reactives
u Organic Peroxides

CORROSION

u Skin Corrosion/Burns
u Eye Damage
u Corrosive to Metals

ENVIRONMENT 

(NONMANDATORY)

u Aquatic Toxicity

SKULL & CROSSBONES

u Acute Toxicity   
(fatal or toxic) 

GAS CYLINDER

u Gases Under Pressure
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To submit article ideas, send proposals to the editor at 
publications@ntca.org.

NEXTissue
Check out the 
Rural Telecom 
Solution Providers 
Directory at 
www.ntca.org.

Visit our 
website at 
ruraltelecom.org

The Rural Telecom website 

includes magazine content 

and exclusive, online-only 

articles that can be enjoyed 

by all visitors. New at the site: 
Enjoy our digital edition!
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RURAL TELECOM INDUSTRY MEETING & EXPO

Pursue Your Passion at 

RTIME

S I
addle up with NTCA–

The Rural Broadband 

Association and head  

to San Antonio for the 

Rural Telecom Industry 

Meeting & EXPO 

(RTIME). 
The event, to be held February 2–5, 2014, 
at the Grand Hyatt San Antonio & Marriott 
Rivercenter, will serve up business strate-
gies, educational sessions, roundtable 
discussions and an exhibition of the latest 
products and services for the rural tele-
com industry.

The fun doesn’t stop there. Whether 
you explore San Antonio’s River Walk, visit 
the historic districts and nearby Hill Coun-
try, or take advantage of the meeting’s 
special events, you are bound to come 
away refreshed, recharged and ready to 
take your telco to the next level. 

General Sessions
s your telco a high-engagement, high-
performance workplace? Listen to 
Ryan Estis, a business performance 
expert, as he speaks on “Passion on 
Purpose: Turning Corporate Culture 
Into a Competitive Advantage” during 
the Opening General Session. Learn 
how to transform your workplace, 
workforce and work culture through 
practical advice and insights into untapped potential.

Doug O’Brien, acting under secretary for the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Rural Development, has been 
invited to speak during the Opening General Session on 
rural carriers’ role in federal policymaking, and a panel of 
rural electric and telecom providers will highlight ways in 
which they have collaborated on broadband and energy 
management. 

Collaboration will be the focus of a panel of rural elec-
tric and telecom providers working together on smart grid 
projects. Find out how existing networks are powering rural 
partnerships and allowing providers to offer services they 
couldn’t have imagined offering on their own.

Those interested in the intersection 
of economics, politics, culture and the 
media should be sure to listen to Marci 
Rossell, former CNBC chief economist 
and co-host of “Squawk Box,” during 
the Closing General Session. 

BY CHRISTIAN HAMAKER
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Special Events
ootball fans, fear not! A Super Bowl Party will take place 
during the big game on Sunday, February 2, from 5 to 9 
p.m. Attendees receive two adult drink tickets per person 
when they register for the meeting.

The Telecommunications Education Committee Organi-
zation (TECO) and the Foundation for Rural Service (FRS) 
have multiple events on tap for RTIME. The annual TECO 
awards breakfast, featuring board and 
employee participation awards, will be 
held February 3 at 7 a.m. FRS’s 20th 
anniversary event, a “Texas Hoedown at 
Cowboys Dancehall,” gets underway at 
6:30 p.m. Enjoy a open bar, BBQ, arma-
dillo races and a special tribute to 20 
years of FRS programs. 

On Tuesday, February 4, TECO/RTAF 
present “Hot & Haunted San Antonio” at 6:30 p.m., featuring 
a candlelit three-course dinner at the most haunted hotel in 
Texas—the Menger Hotel. The next day is the FRS Fund-
raising Golf Outing at La Cantera Golf Club at 11:30 a.m. 

The meeting closes with a banquet and performance by 
country music star Phil Vassar at 6:30 p.m. 

Education Highlights
ducation sessions at RTIME are divided into a Telco Track 
for telco executives and employees, and a Director Track 
for telco directors. 

Telco employees can choose from among these topics:

Also,top telco execs should be sure not to miss the 
“CEO Peer to Peer Workshop,” a new concurrent 

session featuring a roundtable C-level discussion. The 
workshop is divided into separately led discussions for 
small, medium, large and very large fi rms. Associate 
members also have a new opportunity at the RTIME 
meeting—the special sales-oriented “Organic Growth 
for Leaders” session. These two new sessions are both 
held from 1:30 to 3:15 p.m. on Monday, February 3.

EdEdEdEdEd

> The Business Case for Security vs. Home Monitoring
> Creating a Culture of Innovation
> Marketing Strategies: Rolling Out New Services and Driv-

ing Results
>Leveraging Larger Networks
>Tax Considerations and Succession Strategies for Family 

Business
> The Realities of the Transformation Order
> Transitioning to an All IP Network: What Does It Mean to 

Your Company?
> Working With Anchor Institutions in Your Community

 Directors can delve into the following subjects, among others:
> Economic Development Success Stories
> Selling More Stuff: It’s a Company-wide Culture Initiative
> Does Anyone Watch TV Anymore?
> Telco Revenues Tomorrow
> Education for Broadband Promotion and Adoption
> Leading the Way: The Smart Rural Community
> Your Community’s Broadband Ambassador
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RTIME

S TAT E M E N T  O F  O W N E R S H I P,  M A N A G E M E N T  A N D  C I R C U L AT I O N
 (as required by 39 U.S. Code 3685)
Rural Telecom (Publication #0744-2548) is published bimonthly by the National Telecommunications Cooperative Association (NTCA). 
The publisher’s mailing address and known offi ce of publication is 4121 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1000, Arlington, VA 22203-1801.
The annual subscription price of Rural Telecom is $35 for NTCA members and $135 for nonmembers. 
The director of communications is Laura Withers. Her business address is 4121 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1000, Arlington, VA 22203.
NTCA is a nonprofi t, cooperative association; there are no stockholders.
The purpose, function and nonprofi t status of this organization and the exempt status for federal income tax purposes has not 
changed during the preceding 12 months. The actual date for circulation data is September/October 2013. The extent and 
nature of circulations is as follows:

 Average number of copies of each   Actual number of copies of single
 issue during preceding 12 months: issue published nearest to filing date:

Total number of copies 4,133 4,500
Paid and/or requested sales through dealers 
and carriers, street vendors and counter sales: 0 0
Paid and/or requested mail subscriptions: 3,114 3,213
Total paid and/or requested circulation:                3,114 3,213
Free distribution by mail:  0 0
Free distribution outside the mail: 633 1,100
Total free distribution: 633 1,100
Total distribution: 3,747 4,313
Copies not distributed for office use, leftovers, spoiled: 386 187
Copies not distributed for returns from news agents: 0 0
Total: 4,133 4,500
Percent paid and/or requested circulation: 83% 74%

T
EXPO
he hottest products and services for rural telcos will be on 
display at EXPO ’14. Check out an updated list of exhibitors 
in the schedule-at-a-glance at www.ntca.org/expo. Enjoy 
the Hot Technologies exhibit, and spend Tuesday morning 
from 7 to 7:30 a.m. watching presentations from select 
EXPO companies. 

An open house for all attendees will take place Monday, 
February 3, from 4 to 6 p.m. Managers, telco executives, 
owners and their guests can peruse the exhibits during a 
luncheon on Tuesday from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. All RTIME 
attendees can visit the EXPO during an open house from 3 
to 4 p.m. that same day.

Need more information? Download the RTIME 
app or contact meetings@ntca.org. We look forward 
to seeing you February 2–5 in San Antonio. 
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When you’re looking for peace 

of mind regarding your network,

look to the INS guys!

From enterprise businesses to 

independent telecommunications 

companies, our services are

customized to fit your needs.

Tired of talking to people in

multiple states to resolve your 

issues? With Team INS, you’ll 

have a single point of contact

for provisioning, testing, turn-up, 

monitoring and troubleshootiingngg..

Remote 24/7 Monitoring

Dynamic Topology

VMWare Resource Analysis

Trend Analysis  

QoS Reporting 

Experienced Technicians

INS Network  
Management  

Services
Big business functionality.

Small business flexibility.

Carrier class management.
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In the field?  
On the road? 

We can be there 
with you.

The Rural Telecom 
Magazine App
Connecting You With 

GrGreaeatt CoContntenentt

Our newest innovation gives subscribers 
onon t-thehe g-goo acaccecessss t too alalll ththee ststororieiess, i idedeasas 
and information that benefit your telco. 
Get the latest edition of Rural Telecom
mamagaga izizinene w wititithhh thththee ttotoucuchhh fofof y youourr fifinfingegerr.

The Rural Telecom app brings the entire 
maga izine t to your t t babllett or phhone, igi iving

you the full content of each issue. 
WhWherereveverer y youou a arere, whwheneneveverer y youou w wanantt,

catch up on the current issue
as well as back issues.

Download the app and enjoy. 
If you’re not sure you have a 

Rural Telecom magazine login, 
contact webmaster@ntca.org.

AmazonGoogle

Apple
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HUAWEI

Make it Possible

 Commitment to our U.S. customers

 Global experience with end-to-end expertise

 Comprehensive line of communication solutions

 Dedicated local services partner

Your Partner in Rural Telecom
www.huawei.com/us
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NOVEMBER–DECEMBER 2013

By Elizabeth Crocker, Foundation for Rural Service Executive Director

This summer, the Foundation for Rural Service (FRS) hosted a Congressional 

Broadband Tour to Montana, August 13–16, allowing seven congressional staff ers to 

visit telecom providers and see fi rsthand the challenges of deploying broadband to 

rural communities. The foundation sought to educate Hill staff —on both sides of the 

aisle—about the geographic and fi nancial challenges of providing robust broadband 

service to remote rural areas, as well as to highlight the role rural telecom compa-

nies play in providing essential broadband services that support education, health 

care and public safety. This was the fi rst time in eight years that FRS was able to 

conduct an educational site visit due to changes in the House and Senate ethics rules.

And Away We Go 

The fi rst stop on our journey was Blackfoot Telephone Cooperative (Missoula), 

where we were greeted warmly by Chief Executive Offi  cer (CEO) Bill Squires and 

his staff , who gave us a tour of their facility and service area. 

The trip was designed to include both large and small companies in a variety 

of terrains, so the next stop was the smaller headquarters of Lincoln Telephone 

Co. (Lincoln). During our visit, Lincoln Telephone staff  and directors gave fi rsthand 

accounts of their daily routines and showed us fi ber to demonstrate the small size 

but huge reach of fi ber technology. Representatives from the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture’s Rural Utilities Service spoke to the group about the crucial need to 

invest in rural infrastructure. 

While en route to the next stop, Geoff  Feiss, general manager of Montana Tele-

communications Association (Helena), underscored the unique geographic chal-

lenges Montana providers face. The group then had the opportunity to experience 

a little bit of authentic Montana life by fl y-fi shing and enjoying lunch on the banks 

of the Blackfoot River. 

Sowing the Seeds of  
Smart-Farm Technology
By Tennille Shields,    
NTCA Senior Writer/Editor

A day in the life of a typical farmer 

begins early and ends late. Daily tasks 

include checking weather reports, caring 

for and feeding animals, plowing the 

fi elds, testing tools, 

checking on and 

loading up crops 

and reaching out to 

customers. It’s a 

demanding job, but 

one that must be 

done to feed the 

masses.

Just as technology has transformed 

the business world, the introduction of 

smart-farm technology solutions is chang-

ing the way farmers go about approach-

ing their daily routines. Smart-farm 

technology, which relies on everyday 

desktops, laptops, smartphones and 

tablets, off ers farmers aff ordable time-

critical security, safety or operational 

information—whether they are on or off  

the farm. It’s enabling them to work faster, 

smarter, safer and more effi  ciently. 

It’s all happening in southwest Iowa 

through a unique partnership between 

Iowa Network Services (INS; West Des 

Moines) and Clear2there. 

Joe “The Farmer” Hossle, INS and 

Clear2there provided a smart-farm 

technology showcase during an August 

21 interactive videoconference spon-

sored by Iowa LinkedUp. The presenta-

tion featured remote-monitoring 

technology for daily farm operations. 

Representatives of the U.S. Department 

of Agriculture’s Rural Utilities 

FRS Hosts Congressional 
Broadband Tour of Montana
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Throughout the trip, NTCA Senior Vice 

President of Policy Mike Romano spoke ex-

tensively about the history of the Univer-

sal Service Fund, the massive regulatory 

uncertainty that providers are experienc-

ing, funding caps and quantile regression 

analysis. Not surprisingly, these topics 

prompted a host of questions from the Hill staff ers. 

Changing gears, the next stop was at a 3 Rivers 

Telephone Cooperative (Fairfi eld) construction site, 

located 30 miles from the nearest paved road, 

where workers were digging into the ground to de-

ploy fi ber technology to remote farms and homes. 

This stop really helped to illustrate the “last mile” 

concept to Hill staff , who got to see the work it 

takes to make rural broadband a reality. It also 

highlighted the many distinctly rural challenges 

such as rocky terrain, snake-infested fi elds and 

expensive equipment that come with serving areas 

hundreds of miles from the nearest offi  ces. 

Along the Way

Day two of our trip was capped off  beautifully by 

a visit to the innovative VisionNet (Great Falls), a 

technology solutions provider owned by several 

NTCA member companies. The company is a model 

for effi  ciency and collaboration, showcasing the 

many broadband opportunities in rural areas, such 

as long-distance learning and telemedicine. 

On Thursday, the group visited with Dave Gib-

son, CEO/general manager of 3 Rivers Telephone, 

and his folks at the 3 Rivers central offi  ce, before 

heading to Browning with Gibson to see the coop-

erative’s Radio Shack operation on the Blackfeet 

Indian Reservation. 

It was incredibly enlightening for all of the at-

tendees to hear more about the very unique and 

daunting challenges of providing telecommunica-

tions service to reservations.  

After a brief stop at Glacier National Park, the 

group was back on the road for the U.S./Canadian 

border to see the fi ber-enabled facility maintained by 

the Department of Homeland Security. However, 

it was the next unplanned stop on the route that 

Congressional Broadband Tour from page 43

really created the most extraordinary experience 

of the trip. 

Mike Sheard, vice president of Northern Tele-

phone Cooperative (Sunburst), secured a last-

minute visit to a Hutterite colony and working farm 

that recently received fi ber technology. Upon ar-

rival, the colonists invited the group in for a home-

grown feast and provided a rare and very special 

tour of their facility. Interestingly, the Hutterites 

were using broadband primarily for their online 

standardized school tests and to provide Vonage 

and Skype services to members who wanted to 

talk to family and friends in Canada. Even more 

interesting, the colonists were experiencing major 

issues with long-distance call termination.

Before wrapping up for the day, the group did 

a quick tour of the Northern Telephone offi  ces, 

where the company has an unbelievably cool area 

map that runs the length of the conference room. 

Small pins serve as indicators for every single 

customer in the service territory. 

The evening concluded with some great West-

ern music and steaks, in true Montana style, 

thanks to the help of General Manager Bonnie 

Lorang and the folks at Montana Independent Tele-

communications Systems (Helena). 

The Final Leg

The fi nal day featured a presentation by Rick 

Stevens, general manager of Triangle Telephone 

Cooperative Association (Havre), who talked about 

the wireless side of the business. He took every-

one to visit a Triangle Telephone cell tower on the 

way back to Great Falls. 

After logging 1,000 miles on the bus, the group 

was exhausted but also incredibly energized and 

engaged. Before leaving to fl y home, the Hill staff -

ers shared with Romano and me what an amazing 

experience it was for them and asked us what 

they could do to help rural telcos. The fact that 

they even asked the question made this trip invalu-

able. The understanding that they took back home 

to their congressional offi  ces about what it takes 

to deliver rural broadband service is priceless.  

P

t

s

prompte

It was incredibly 
enlightening 
for all of the 

attendees to 
hear more about 

the very unique 
and daunting 
challenges of 

providing tele-
communications 

service to 
reservations.

The Foundation 
for Rural Service 
is a 501©3 non-
profi t dedicated  
to enhancing qual-
ity of life in rural 
America by pro-
moting a better 
understanding of 
rural telecommu-
nications issues 
and helping rural 
communities to 
grow and thrive. 
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Service, as well as staff ers from the offi  ces of 

Iowa Sens. Charles E. Grassley (R) and Tom Harkin 

(D) and Rep. Tom Latham (R), were on hand to learn 

more about how this game-changing technology 

could improve farming effi  ciencies and enable rural 

telcos to diversify their service off erings. 

A Smart Farmer

Hossle, who grows corn and soybeans and keeps a 

few cattle on Rocking Age Farm, explained how he 

uses smart-farm technology with the help of high-

speed broadband services to improve operations 

at his various farm sites. 

From a desktop, laptop, tablet or smartphone, 

he can monitor water and feed levels for livestock, 

control thermostats and door locks, manage grain 

bin capacity, check fuel tanks, and view live and 

recorded video surveillance to make sure his build-

ings, equipment, crops and livestock are safe. 

Six years ago, Hossle shared that he was sure he 

would be able to retire without having to incorpo-

rate much technology into his daily operations, but 

smart-farm technology has been a game changer. 

The smart-farm technology has enabled him to not 

only forgo climbing up ladders and stairs to check 

his grain bins, but it also has given him his life back. 

He joked that he now is comfortable going away 

for a few days, knowing he can still remotely moni-

tor things on his farm to make sure everything is 

going smoothly.  

Making It Work

Clear2there Chief Executive Offi  cer Craig Steen 

shared how his company delivers tailor-made  

solutions—video surveillance, smart-farm, smart-

home and smart-business applications—to 

address each client’s unique needs. 

Systems and devices must be within 100 feet of 

each other, and they use very little broadband con-

nectivity since they are mostly in sleep mode, Steen 

said. The connections rely on broadband connec-

tivity provided in one of three ways: 1) a point-to-

point connection; 2) a cable connection to the phone 

company; or 3) a cellular broadband connection.

While the smart-farm technology is not avail-

able in 100% of the state yet, plans are in place for 

INS to roll it out by the fi rst quarter of 2014. INS 

will be the centralized clearinghouse that provides 

the smart-farm app that can be customized by 

Chat Mobility, a 4G wireless service provider in 12 

counties in southwest Iowa, via the cloud.  

The work of INS member companies has not gone 

unnoticed. Kristi Petersen, INS manager of market-

ing and communications, shared that new indus-

trial parks and agriculture centers have reached 

out to fi nd out how they can be served by an INS 

partner. Given industry changes, she noted, smart-

farm technology presents a great opportunity. “As 

independent companies lose landlines, they are 

looking for ways to off er expanded service off er-

ings,” she said. “This is just a natural transition.”  

Smart-Farm Technology from page 43

Joe “The 
Farmer” Hossle 
maximizes his 
use of smart-
farm technology 
to work faster, 
smarter and 
better. Using a 
smartphone, he 
can check the 
weather reports, 
gauge commod-
ity prices and 
monitor his 
equipment.
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Vantage Point Solutions

SHARE 
YOUR 
STORY
NTCA–The Rural 
Broadband 
Association 
seeks to 
spotlight the 
eff orts of 
member 
companies 
across the 
country. 
Exchange is a 
great place to 
share your  
company’s  
success stories 
on economic 
development, 
community  
outreach,  
technology  
rollouts, and 
state and 
regional  
collaborative 
projects. To 
share your 
story, contact 
Tennille Shields, 
NTCA senior 
writer/editor, at 
703-351-2097  
or tshields@
ntca.org.   

Responses submitted by Darren 
Dierbeck, Vantage Point Solutions 
Vice President and Co-Founder

In this new department, NTCA– 

The Rural Broadband Association 

will periodically spotlight an associ-

ate member, defi ned as a supplier of 

goods and services to the communica-

tions industry. For a comprehensive listing 

of associate members, check out the NTCA 

membership directory, or click on “Rural  

Telecom Solutions Providers” at www.ntca.org.

How long has your company been in 

existence? 

Vantage Point Solutions Inc. (VPS; Mitchell, S.D.), 

formed July 30, 2002, is a telecommunications, 

engineering and consulting company focused on 

the unique business challenges rural broadband 

carriers face. 

What are your core areas of business?

VPS delivers state-of-the-art technical solutions 

that balance emerging technology with regulatory 

considerations. VPS has been on the forefront of 

data network challenges, including the IPv6 transition, 

cloud computing and wireline-wireless convergence. 

VPS was the fi rst engineering fi rm to embrace 

the new operator service provider architecture 

for fi ber-to-the-premise (FTTP) using ribbon fi ber 

as opposed to loose-tube fi ber. Ribbon fi ber is now 

considered state-of-the-art in OSP design.  

How has your company adjusted to recent 

changes in the industry?

VPS has adjusted our engineering services toward 

new and emerging technology, and our regulatory 

consulting team stays on top of every industry 

change impacting our clients.

VPS has worked with NTCA to address issues 

before the FCC and other entities through ex parte 

conversations and publications that support is-

sues that are critically important to rural broad-

band providers. 

In what ways will your company (and staff ) 

evolve to address your customers’ changing 

needs?

VPS views changes in the industry as opportuni-

ties to better serve our clients. The key to suc-

cessfully embracing industry change is to be 

familiar with the current state of the industry and 

to constantly evolve with the changes aff ecting 

the industry. 

Complete this sentence: In fi ve years, I see 

Vantage Point Solutions …

While this is a simple question, it does not have a 

simple answer. With the changes experienced in 

the past fi ve years, there are likely things that will 

come to fruition in the next fi ve years that have 

yet to be thought of (or invented). 

However, there are a few trends that will likely 

grow in importance over the next fi ve years. 

Traditional landline voice revenues will continue to 

decline. Broadband requirements will continue to 

grow. Many companies will be looking at ways to 

become more effi  cient. The pressure to become 

more effi  cient can lead companies to examine 

sharing of facilities, architecture, and staffi  ng 

resources to trim capital and operational ex-

penses or outsourcing to larger carriers. Merger 

and acquisition activity is expected to increase to 

enhance economies of scale. 

VPS will continue to augment our existing suite 

of products and services to provide industry-leading 

solutions. We will be on the forefront of emerging 

fi ber, IP and wireless technology. Our consulting 

team will continue to off er insightful and timely 

regulatory advice that addresses the ever-

changing regulatory landscape. And fi nally, VPS will 

continue to be a vocal advocate for the interests 

of our clients at local, state and national levels.  
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ASSOCIATE 
MEMBER 
SPOTLIGHT
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NTCA BENEFITS 

Shar Porter

sporter@ntca.org • 701-364-0377

Minnesota, North Dakota,  
South Dakota

Sally Wlasuk
swlasuk@ntca.org • 317-288-4351

Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana, Maine,  
Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire,  
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,  
Rhode Island, Vermont

Michelle Gordy

mgordy@ntca.org • 816-604-9229

Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, 
Oklahoma

Melanie Jore

mjore@ntca.org • 507-896-3535

Iowa, Wisconsin

Laurie Simpson

lsimpson@ntca.org • 830-608-9392

Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
Texas

Jane Melby-Wigen

jwigen@ntca.org • 406-214-5017

Alaska, California, Hawaii, Idaho,  
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington, Wyoming

Jeff Yarbrough

jyarbrough@ntca.org • 615-962-3905

Arkansas, Alabama, Florida, Georgia,  
Kentucky, Mississippi, South Carolina,  
Tennessee

Janet Cloyde
Vice President of Member Relations

jcloyde@ntca.org • 828-296-8157

Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia,  
West Virginia

NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association  
Member Relations Managers ...

Your Personal Benefits Consultants

Learn more about NTCA benefits and our personalized consulting services.

Arrange an employee meeting, a conference call or video session for your team or board.

Contact Us Today To: Scan to S
earn more l
abouta
our team.o
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CHR   

Create new sales opportunities with existing clients in addition to 
neighboring markets that were previously out of reach by offering new products and 
services that are not geographically bound. 

CHR Solutions has a comprehensive understanding of the Rural Telecommunications 
environment. We are prepared to help Independent Communication Service Providers 
nd alternative sources of income to reduce dependency on high cost support funds and 

replace lost revenue.

CHR partners with Rural Communication Service Providers to establish:

    Edge out strategies to evaluate neighboring market potential
    Opportunity assessment 
    Steps to effective service deployment

Contact Rick Overman to explore how you can quickly create 
new revenue. Rick.Overman@CHRSolutions.com

ph  713.351.5111              email  info@CHRSolutions.com

Find New Revenue
In Your Own Backyard!
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